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Listen to: “The Wolves (Act 1 & 2)” – Bon Iver 
“Ashes in the Fall” – Rage Against the Machine 
“Leave My Body” – Florence + The Machine 
“The Shrine/An Argument” – Fleet Foxes 
“Bogoroditse Dyevo” – Sergei Rachmaninov !
Setting — A forest of Minnesota.  A fresh layer of snow covers the ground.   
Time — Now  !
FRANKIE — 21, Grizz’s best friend 
WEST — 22, a genuinely nice person  
DANNY — 20, one of Grizz’s oldest friends 
GRIZZ — was 21, now a spirit of the forest  
CHORYPHAEUS/CHORUS — The spirits of the forest.  They don’t have an age.  They can be 
any animals, especially the wind.  !
Notes — If there is a stage direction, do not gloss over it.  Just because it doesn’t say pause 
doesn’t mean you shouldn’t enjoy silence.  There isn’t always noise in the forest.  Give 
attention to punctuation.  For the CHORUS, the text provided is the Cyrillic, the Latin 
pronunciation, and the English translation.  They should only speak the Cyrillic text. !
ORIGINAL PRODUCTION: Blue Gene’s Pub—Eugene O’Neill Theater Center !
DIRECTOR   Stephen Howard  
DESIGNER   Brittany Ayers !
FRANKIE   Ben Vawter  
WEST    Nicholas Corda 
DANNY   Aaron Heaps  
GRIZZ    Chris Densmore 
CHORYPHAEUS  Aliza Feder 
CHORUS   Lola Pilnik 
    Laine Levitt !!!!!! !!!
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The forest whispers as the moon lays its 
light across a thin layer of fresh snow.  The 
winter season has finally settled in.  It is a 
half moon. !

CHORUS (one at a time)  1

!
Здравствуйте.  
Stravstvuitsye 
(Hello) !
Сюда.  
Syuda. 
(Come here.) !
Ближе. 
Blijye. 
(Come closer.) !
Добро. 
Dobra. 
(Good.) !
Это очень холодный ночь. 
Eta ochen holodnuee noch.  
(It is a cold night.) !
Пожалуйста, не бойтесь. 
Pojaluista, nye boityes. 
(Please, don't be afraid.) !
Мы не повредим вам. 
Muy nye povredeem vam. 
(We won’t harm you) !
Сюда. 
Syuda. 
(Come here.) !

GRIZZ 

 This opening could possibly be done in the lobby, inviting them into the playing space.  1

Director’s choice.
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There’s something about the forest in winter that excites me.  Draws me out.  A lot of my friends 
spend the frozen months sitting by the fire, reading, drinking, fucking.  Really anything that 
helps raise body heat.  There’s this fear of the wilderness, as if it’s going to bite your leg and not 
let go.  Me, I like to walk.  Hike.  Stroll.  Roll in the snow.  Any variation.  I get up on a calm 
Sunday morning, put on my long underwear, jeans, a nice flannel—probably the orange and 
brown one my father gave me—my down jacket, and a pair of old winter boots.  The snow has 
fallen the night before, and the day has given it time for the top layer to thaw and freeze again.  
As I trek through the trees the snow cracks beneath me, a hairline fracture compromising its 
foundation and crumbling under my mammoth weight.  The light glistens and fades as I get 
further and further away from the rooms on rooms of box wine and one-night stands.  I like the 
half moon and the way it casts shadows, but when a harvest moon rises, the forest streams with a 
warm fire, and the ground invites me down.  A steely wind rushes through, the ten below 
reaching a frigid fifteen, and yet this world is far warmer and so kind compared to the stone 
blocks that trap you with nowhere to move.  Orion’s Belt is high above my head, and the stars 
finally gain the brilliance they deserve.  The towers don’t block them out here.  They breathe. !

Branches crack. !
CHORUS 

Сюда. 
Syuda. 
(Come here.) 
. 

OFF-STAGE VOICES 
hey watch it there/sorry/shit!/I think I caught my pants on something !

GRIZZ 
I was once told “you are most vulnerable when you are most comfortable.”  I’ve found this true, 
and there’s no way of getting back to normal once that comfort is broken.   !

CHORYPHAEUS 
Сюда. 
Syuda. 
(Come here.). !

GRIZZ 
It calls. !

GRIZZ joins the CHORUS.  The frigid air 
cracks as FRANKIE, WEST, and DANNY 
make their way through the trees.  The 
CHORUS of the wood sits among the trees.  
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FRANKIE stumbles into the light, and the 
others follow close behind. !

WEST 
Guys, I think we’ve found it !

FRANKIE 
we better fucking have found it.  It’s cold as balls out here and we’re almost out of vodka !

DANNY 
hey man, that’s your fault.  You only bought a fifth !

FRANKIE 
yeah, because that’s all I had money for.  Get off my back. !

DANNY 
I’m just sayin you could have gotten more !

FRANKIE 
YOU get it next time then, oh wait, ya can’t, baby !

DANNY 
quit it man !

WEST 
quit it both of you.  You’ve been at each other’s necks for a week.  Give it a rest, whatever you 
two have locked up in there.  I think this is it.  It looks like it. !

FRANKIE 
Really? !

WEST 
Yeah yeah this is totally the place. !

DANNY 
I don’t know.  I always pictured it with like, a log to sit on, and a fire-pit, and a small cave 
nearby !

FRANKIE 
Grizz never said anything about a fucking cave !

DANNY 
no, but I’m sure he would have wanted one. 
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!
FRANKIE 

Sure.  Alright, let’s get this over with.  I’m freezing my dick off !
DANNY 

asshole !
FRANKIE 

cunt-bag !
WEST 

shut it.   
       DANNY takes a swig of vodka. !
Do have the urn? !

DANNY 
Yeah.  I got it right here. 
   

He takes out a mason jar full of sand while 
taking another swig. !

I couldn’t find anything else. !
WEST 

It’s fine.  Give it here. !
FRANKIE 

What the fuck is that? !
DANNY 

They’re his ashes !
FRANKIE 

where’d you get his ashes there’s no fucking way !
WEST 

they’re not really his ashes man, calm down its just sand !
FRANKIE 

then why’d you say they were !
WEST 
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well for this they might as well be.  It’s fine !
FRANKIE 

fine?  You’ve gotta be fucking kidding me.  Sand is not fine.  Grizz wasn’t a fucking beach, he 
was a person and you can’t just represent his ashes with fucking sand !

WEST 
this is the best we could get.  At least it’s something !

FRANKIE 
burn your fucking dog for all I care, just don’t go around parading your sandbox as a symbolic 
representation of my best friend !

WEST 
you wanna go looking for his body !

DANNY 
don’t you dare claim him as your best friend.  You have no right.  I knew him way before you 
ever did !

FRANKIE 
yeah, but where have you been lately?  Huh?   !

DANNY 
I’ve been busy with school.  My grades aren’t good. !

FRANKIE 
Grizz didn’t give a shit about your grades he gave a shit about you bein around and !

WEST 
you gonna be a bitch about this?  Go fuck yourself for all I care, just don’t ruin it for us. !
       Branches crack. !

CHORUS 
Сюда.  
Syuda. 
(Come here.) 

FRANKIE 
Pass me the vodka.   !
       DANNY hesitates. !
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WEST 
Don't be a dick.  He paid for the shit. !

DANNY tosses the vodka to FRANKIE who 
almost drops it in the snow. !

DANNY 
Don't break it. !
       The forest shifts. !

WEST 
Can I get the urn !

FRANKIE 
sand !

WEST 
don't even.    This isn't about you, Frankie, and it sure ain't about us.  It's about Grizz.  I don't 
know what happened between you two, but get your shit together and be here.  This isn't easy for 
any of us.  Everyone take a handful and shut up. !

WEST pours a handful of sand into DANNY 
and FRANKIE's hand, trying not to spill.  
The CHORUS stirs. !

CHORYPHAEUS 
Отвозьмите оно. Отвозьмите оно. 
Otvazmitye ano. Otvazmitye ano. 
(Take it away.  Take it away.) !

GRIZZ 
No.  Leave them be.  I need this.  They need this. !

CHORUS 
Oн убьет вам. 
On ubyet vam. 
(It will kill you) !

GRIZZ 
They can't harm me. !

WEST 
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Does someone want to say something, or are we just gonna stand here and freeze to death? !
CHORYPHAEUS 

пусть он увидеть. 
Pust on uvidyet. 
(Let him see.) !

GRIZZ 
Спасибо. 
Spasiba. 
(Thank you.) !

DANNY 
I can go.  Grizz, I feel like it’s been years since I last saw you, and….uhm.  hmm.  I don’t know.  
It feels kinda weird bein out here without you…ya know?  And…uh...It reminds me of that one 
time we went camping a couple winters ago.  I wanted to get the fuck out and you wouldn’t let 
me leave the tent cause otherwise the snow would fall in and melt.  (pause).  Yeah.  I guess that’s 
it for now.  Don’t go too far. !
       FRANKIE takes a swig of vodka. !
Can I have some more? !

FRANKIE 
Sure. !

WEST 
Frankie? !

FRANKIE 
Hm? !

WEST 
Wanna say anything? !
       The breeze speeds up. !

FRANKIE 
No.  I’m good.  You can finish it off. !

WEST 
Well…Grizz.  I don’t have much to say.  I’m just glad we got out here.  I haven’t been out here 
since freshman year…and um…rest in peace. 
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!
       A howl in the distance. !
Alright.  We should start heading back.  On three? !

FRANKIE 
On three what? !

WEST 
We toss it up and send him off. !

FRANKIE 
Yeah, sure, on three. !

CHORUS 
Это нужно остановить. 
Eta nujna astanovit. 
(This must stop.) !

FRANKIE, WEST, DANNY 
One !

CHORYPHAEUS 
Нет. 
Nyet. 
(No.) !

FRANKIE, WEST, DANNY 
Two !

CHORUS 
СТОП! 
STOP! 
(STOP!) !

Right before the release, one of the chorus 
members transforms into a wolf and runs 
through the clearing.  The jar drops, breaks, 
the wind increases, and the moon turns into 
a harvest, a deep orange raging through the 
trees from north to south.  !

WEST 
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What the fuck  !
DANNY 

what was that? !
FRANKIE 

I think it was a a wolf !
DANNY 

a wolf!  Fuck, where did it come from? !
WEST 

I don’t know, it came outta nowhere !
FRANKIE 

let’s get the fuck outta here before it comes back to eat us !
WEST 

wait, we gotta pick up Grizz !
FRANKIE 

ah, shit. !
WEST 

Don’t worry.  It’ll be okay. !
The rest of the chorus turns into wolves, and 
the pack starts to close in. !

DANNY 
Fuck that, it’s far from okay…oh God, I don’t wanna die.  I never even got outta college !!

FRANKIE 
NOT NOW DANNY! !

GRIZZ (to chorus) 
BACK OFF!  You don’t know what you’re doing. !

CHORYPHAEUS 
Вы не знаете вы делаете. 
Vui nye snayete vui dyelayete. 
You don’t know what you’re doing.   
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!
GRIZZ is pushed away fiercely and the three 
guys end up back to back, the chorus 
circling around them. !

WEST 
Pass me the vodka.  !

FRANKIE 
Wait. 
       Drinks. 
Here. 
       WEST drinks. !

WEST  
I ain’t goin down sober. !

CHORUS !
During this chant the chorus—as wolves—
circles the group and calls upon the Thunder 
God Vyeles.  The chant should start low, but 
intense, and then build to a point of vocal 
destruction. !

красный, красный, убийства, красный 
Krasnui, krasnui, ubistva, krasui 
(red, red, kill, red) !
cюда, cюда, не убежи 
syuda, syuda, nye ubeji 
(Come here, come here, don’t run away) !
красный, красный, жди 
krasnui, krasnui, jdi 
(red, red, stay) !
cюда, cюда, не бойтесь 
syuda, syuda, nye boityes 
(come here, come here, don't be afraid) !

GRIZZ (to chorus) 
Stop STOP!  You can't do this.  They didn't do anything. 
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!
CHORUS 

кровь польётся 
krov palyotsya 
(The blood will poor) !
Луна вырастет 
Luna vuirastyet 
(The moon will rise) !
области будет сгорит 
ablasti budyet sgorit 
(The fields will burn) !
и звезды заплачут 
i zvyesdui zaplachut 
(And the stars will cry) !

GRIZZ 
Why are you doing this?  This isn't their home. !!

CHORUS 
Велес сойдите 
Vyeles saiditye 
(veles come down) !
Велес вернуйтесь 
Vyeles vernuityes 
(veles return) !
Велес придите спасайте нас от дураков 
Veles priditye spsaitye nas ot durakav 
(veles come save us from fools) !

As the chant comes to a peak, GRIZZ 
transforms into a bear and runs into the 
circle, challenging the CHORUS. !

GRIZZ (to CHORUS) 
Отступить!!! 
Otstupit!!! 
(BACK OFF!!!) 
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!
DANNY 

SHIT!! a fucking bear! !
GRIZZ 

(to DANNY, FRANKIE, and WEST) 
убежи!!! 
Ubedji!!! 
(RUN AWAY!!!) !

DANNY, FRANKIE, and WEST are as frozen 
as the air. !

GRIZZ 
Блыадь!!! 
Blyad!!! 
(FUCK!!!) !

CHORYPHAEUS 
Как вы смеете вмешиваться! 
Kak vui smyeyete vmeshivatsya! 
(How dare you intervene!!!) !
Пошел домой! 
Pashyol domoi! 
(You must leave!) !

GRIZZ 
Сделайте мне! 
Zdyelaitye mnye! 
(Make me!) !

WEST 
I can’t take it.  RUN!! !

GRIZZ 
НЕТ! Вернуитесь. 
Nyet!  Vernuityes. 
(NO!  Come back.) !

CHORYPHAEUS 
Жватайте его! 
Jvataitye yevo! 
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(Get him!) !!
WEST runs off, pursued by the CHORUS, 
pursued by GRIZZ. !

DANNY 
West!  Get back here man! !

FRANKIE 
Don’t you dare go after him !

DANNY 
get your fucking hands off of me.  He’s gonna die !

FRANKIE 
yeah, and you’re gonna die too if you go running after a pack of wolves and a bear now sit the 
fuck down and chill out.  We aren’t going anywhere !

DANNY 
shouldn’t we be getting out?  !

FRANKIE 
No.  We’re staying here.  West knows we’re here, and we don’t know how to get out without 
him. !

DANNY 
So we’re gonna just sit down and wait for them to come back? !

FRANKIE  
It’s better than getting lost in this shit and ending up miles away !

DANNY 
but what if we find a cave or something !

FRANKIE 
enough with the fucking cave!  There are no caves around here! !

DANNY 
How do you know !

FRANKIE 
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I DON’T!  but it’s better to stay where you are than continue to get lost.  Now shut up. They 
might come back if they hear us. !

DANNY shuffles around the clearing, 
finding a log or rock, and sits down. !

DANNY 
Awwww, shit. !

FRANKIE 
What? !

DANNY 
West had the vodka. !

FRANKIE 
You’ve gotta be kidding me.  He’s out there, probably in a mess of things, and the only thing you 
can think about is the vodka?   !

DANNY 
It’s cold !

FRANKIE 
well duh… !

DANNY 
It’s so cold.  I don’t think we’ll make it !

FRANKIE 
stop saying that.  We’ll be fine !

DANNY 
you don’t know that !

FRANKIE 
no, but I know we won’t die without trying !

DANNY 
then why don’t we go try and save West? !

FRANKIE 
Because that has no way out.  If we stay here, then West might find us, and then all three of us 
can fight 
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!
DANNY 

then all three of us can die !
FRANKIE 

well, at least we’ll die together.  You’re not helping with your whining.  Suck it up and keep 
warm sitting won’t help you.   !
       A long silence. !

FRANKIE 
Are you gonna get up? !

DANNY 
I can’t move 

FRANKIE 
yes you can just stand up !

DANNY 
No.  I can’t fucking move. !

DANNY has frozen to the ground.  
FRANKIE comes over to him and grabs his 
hands. !

FRANKIE 
Shit fuck agh shit.  Your hands are frozen !

DANNY 
I know.  I don’t know what to do. !

FRANKIE 
Aaaaahhh, fuck, um, do you have any gloves? !

DANNY 
No !

FRANKIE 
you didn’t bring gloves? !

DANNY 
I forgot them in the car. !
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FRANKIE 
You’ve gotta be kidding me.  Here.  Take these. !

FRANKIE sits and takes off his boots, then 
his socks. !

DANNY 
Don’t give me your socks.  You need them !

FRANKIE 
My boots will work fine.  Just shut up and take em. !

FRANKIE drapes the socks on DANNY’s 
hands. !

DANNY 
Thanks. !

FRANKIE 
Hm.   !
       A wolf cries, and the air shivers. !

DANNY 
You’re right. !

FRANKIE 
What? !

DANNY 
I wasn’t there for Grizz.  I barely even saw him that last week !

FRANKIE 
no no no no no don’t even think about it.  I was being an asshole !

DANNY 
but you were right !

FRANKIE 
I don’t care about being fucking right.  No one knew he wouldn’t come back.  He always came 
back. !

DANNY 
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But he didn’t and we won’t and I don’t know what people will think of me !
FRANKIE 

stop !
DANNY 

like I’m pretty sure the last words I said to my brother were ‘pass the cheese asshole’ !
FRANKIE 

stop !
DANNY 

and Katie had to drag me to my room last night !
FRANKIE 

stop !
DANNY 

and I didn’t even turn in my midterm and Professor Gisselman is just gonna think of me a s 
slacker for the rest of his life ‘oh Danny that kid who didn’t do shit and then went out into the 
forest and died one night’ !

FRANKIE 
would you shut up?! !

DANNY 
I don’t even know who I am.  I’m just a fuck up.  Barely passing classes, and getting trashed on 
the weekend.  My parents don’t even know I stopped going to church.   !

Trees cracking and GRIZZ comes barreling 
through. !

(whisperesque) Ohgodohgodohgodohgodohmyfuckinggodicantmove !
FRANKIE 

Don’t move.  If we stay still he’ll just pass us by !
DANNY 

I just said I can’t fucking move !
FRANKIE 

he can still hear you you twat. !
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GRIZZ 
Ребята, это нормально. Я не причиню вам вреда. 
Rebyata, eta normalna.  Yan ye prichinyu vam vreda. 
(Guys, it’s okay.  I won’t hurt you.) !

DANNY 
Oh God, it’s angry it’s fucking pissed off it has the taste of blood !

FRANKIE 
DANNY, if you don’t keep quiet I’m going to gag you. !

GRIZZ 
Ты меня слышить? 
Tui menya sluishit? 
(Can you hear me?) !

DANNY 
Ahh… !

FRANKIE 
Shhhhhh….. !

GRIZZ 
Ты должен быть шутишь. 
Tui dolzhen buit shutish. 
(You have to be kidding me.) !

CHORUS (offstage) 
Сюда. 
Syuda. 
(Come here.) !

GRIZZ 
Убирайсь. Они прямо позади. 
Ubiraice. Ani pryama pazadi. 
(Get out. They’re right behind) !

DANNY 
I can’t take this anymore! !
       DANNY runs out through the trees. !

FRANKIE 
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DANNY!  Shit!  Easy now !
GRIZZ 

Следуйте за ним! 
Sleduitye za nim! 
(Follow him!) !

FRINKIE 
Fuckfuckfuckfuckfuck !

CHORUS 
cюда, cюда, не убежи 
syuda, syuda, nye ubezhi 
(Come here, come here, don’t run away) !

GRIZZ 
Почему ты не хочешь просто уйти? 
Pochemu tui nye hochesh prasta uiti? 
(Why won’t you just leave?) !

CHORUS 
Сюда! 
Syuda! 
(Come here!) !

GRIZZ 
Отвали!!!!!!! 
Atvali!!!!!!! 
(Fuck off!!!!!!) !

GRIZZ rushes toward FRANKIE who backs 
up against a tree.  His hand comes across a 
rock that he picks up and strikes across his 
face as GRIZZ gets close.  The rock hits 
GRIZZ in the face and knocks him over.  
FRANKIE takes the object and hits GRIZZ 
repeatedly, crushing his skull. !

FRANKIE 
Holy shit, is it… !
       He creeps toward the bear, checking on it. !
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How the… 
(calling out to the forest)  DANNY!  WEST!! !

He collapses against the tree. 
       He is alone. !
Shit.  Fuck you Grizz!  I don’t know why you love this place.  It fucking sucks.  There’s no love 
it’s so fucking cold and I almost got killed by a bear.  (pause).  But I know you loved it.  I’m 
sorry I didn’t say anything earlier.  I’ve been such a fucking asshole recently I don’t even know 
myself.  (the cold embraces him)  Remember that backpacking trip we took before school?  You 
showed me that poem…and uh…well…I thought I’d say it when we got out here, but then 
Danny…ah fuck.  I don’t know…uh…here it is I guess. !

The CHORUS enters, watching.  FRANKIE 
takes out a piece of crumpled paper from his 
back pocket.  He stumbles through the 
reading, shaking from the ground. !
(The following section is a symphonic 
requiem with each character in their own 
section of the woods, not recognizing each 
other.  They overlap and interweave, 
creating a collection of words and sounds 
and snow.  It goes in order and each new 
sections starts 4 mississippi after the 
previous one) !

CHORUS (Chanting in a low rimble) 
Велесову книгу эту посвящаем богу нашему, который есть наше прибежище и сила. В 
оные времена был муж, который был благ и доблестен, и назван [он] был отцом тиверцев.  
Velesovu knigu etu posvyashchaem bogu nashemu, v boge kotorom est' pribezhishche i sila. V 
onye vremena byl muzh, kotoryj byl blag i doblesten, i nazvan byl otcom tivertsev. 
(This book of Veles we dedicate to our god, in whom is our refuge and our strength. In those 
years there was a man, who was good and valiant, and he was called the father of Tiverians.)  2

!!
WEST (sung) 

Hold my hand as I’m lowered 
And please don’t see me as a coward 
For death, I do not forsake thee 
Though your dark stare is always around me 

 Excerpt from the Book of Veles2

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tivertsi
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!
Well, I fell in love with a world in you 
And now I feel cold !
Well, I fell in love with a world in you 
And now I feel holier  3

!
FRANKIE 

(stumbling through) 
So treat me, even dead,  
As a man who has a place  
To go, and something to do.  
Don't muck up my face  
With wax and powder and rouge  
As one would prettify  
An unalterable fact  
To give bitterness the lie.  
Admit the native earth  
My body is and will be,  
Admit its freedom and  
Its changeability.  
Dress me in the clothes  
I wore in the day's round.  
Lay me in a wooden box.  
Put the box in the ground.  4

!
DANNY 

Goodnight room 
goodnight moon  
goodnight cow jumping over the moon  
goodnight light and the red balloon  
goodnight bears goodnight chairs  
goodnight kittens goodnight mittens  
goodnight clocks and goodnight socks  
goodnight little house and goodnight mouse  
goodnight comb and goodnight brush  
goodnight nobody goodnight mush  
and goodnight to the old lady whispering "hush"  

 Lyrics from “Hold My Hand as I’m Lowered” by Noah and the Whale3

 Section 3 of Testament by Wendell Berry4
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goodnight stars, goodnight air  
goodnight noises everywhere.  5

!
A full moon, three-quarter, half. !
The voices end and GRIZZ gets up.  He says 
goodbye to the woods, climbs to the moon 
and changes it. !
Quarter, new.  !

END OF PLAY

 Last half of the text from Goodnight Moon by Margaret Wise Brown5


